Activities Completed
* Installation of Phone and Internet Lines for Site Office
* Utility Contractor Mobilization & Material Delivery

Activities in Progress
* Pond Excavation
* Mass Excavation
* Storm Utility Installation

Upcoming Activities
* Sanitary & Water Utility Installation
* Building Pad and Parking Lot Installation
* Right of Way Fence Removal

Weekly Update Contact:
Nathan Minnich-Weber
nminnichweber@quandel.com
(513) 200-7953

Progress photos attached, courtesy of Quandel
Storm Pipe Arriving on Site

Storm Pipe Delivered, Unloaded, and Stored On Site
Setting the First Piece of Storm Pipe

Storm Outlet Structure at Pond
Installing First Storm Structure in Parking Lot

Ongoing Installation of Storm Piping
Pouring Concrete around Storm Pipe Structure

Storm Structure with Finger Drains Installed
Discing and Drying the Building Pad

Grading and Sheep’s Footing the Parking Lot